


WHAT THIICKNESS
SHOULD I USE?

There are three standard
thicknesses for each tIM!
material

45mm {L751.
This unique double damper material
was invented by Halyard and is
designed to give the best possible
result for the minimum thickness
and weight. It is used where big
turbo-charged engines are involved,
or for vessels where noise is a
particular problem — for instance
yachts where the engine is boxed
into the saloon.

32mm (1.25.).
The standard thickness used
throughout the industry. Today’s fire
zero rated foams have increased
the weight and made this material
even more effective. 32mm is the
choice for any installation where
the builder wants an excellent result
at a sensible cost. RemembeG you
can always double layer it in critical
areas.

1 2mm tO.5”,
The budget material when thickness
or cost are crucial. Although it is
only 12mm or half an inch thick,
this material is highly effective and
will reduce noise by 50% if used
properly. You can also double
layer it in places.
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HOW DO I FIT IT?

HN4I Noise Insulation comes with detailed fitting instructions, but the golden
rules are:

Insulation should he used
on as much of the total
surface of the engine room as
possible. Cut around pumps,
filters and electrical items.
hut don’t leave large areas
of hard surface for noise to
bounce off.

Hatches and steps must fit
neatly and should have a
noise tight cushion such as
our hatch tape.

Bulkheads around the engine
should go right down to the
hull. Don’t leave openings
where noise can leak forward

for instance under a cabin
floor. Remember that fuel
and water tanks absorb and
amplify noise, If you can’t
put a bulkhead in front of
them, at least insulate the
actual tank.

Use any good contact adhesive such
as Dunlop Thix-o-Fix or Evostik. The
jelly glues are easier to use than the
liquid ones. Glues should he used
on dry, clean, grease free surfaces.
Occasional screws right through the
material, perhaps with large washers
under the heads, will supplement
the glue bond. In really hot
climates you may need special high
temperature glues. Remember the
engine room temperature will he far
higher than the outside temperature.
We do not sell glues, because most
freight companies will not transport
I, em.
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A Cg~’tainIy.
A fiere are three

straightforward
tecommendations:

Budget. 53004 12mm material
-~ wUj~SeaTglass face. This material
:Am~t5 current EU requirements

i~w pleasure craft II eli.
It doesWt weigh ~er and
it ~ at the lower en a cost
stale.

Quality, 53017 32mm Maritex
material. Really startling noise
results with a tough, fireproof
facing at a mid-range price.

Excellence. 53039 45mm
Maritex material. The best results
possible from any off-the-shelf
materiaL

Notes
Halyard is the only company to
have tested materials in situations
designed to rephr anne
engine spaces, a’ icr
guaranteed is basis
The copyr &st results
remains o~ > and may
not be reproduced ~sithouI our
Written permission Results are
given in dB at each frequency.
Averaged decibels dsia)
have not been used, as these
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ACCESSORI ES

This heavy damper layer is the
same as the one used in the middle
of each material. It can he used
beneath carpets and as a centre
core to double thickness bulkheads
— or on the bulkhead before the
noise insulation is applied.

Hatch lape
Results can be spoilt by a poorly
fitting hatch, or a panel which rests
straight on a timber frame. As with
a car door, a sealing strip should
he applied as a cushion, and HMI
Hatch Tape is designed for this
purpose. MacIc from self-adhesive
neoprene foam br maximum oil
resistance, and available 19mm
t314”l or 25mm 11) wirllhs.

Joining tapes
Joining tapes are available for
use with each face. Tapes can he
difficult in damp mac hinery spaces
with high temperature variations.
Full details in price list.


